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MONCLER & RIMOWA 
Moncler renews the partnership with the German premium luggage brand RIMOWA 

 
 
 
July 2016 – The partnership between Moncler and RIMOWA is continuing with a customised set of 

luggages from the company’s iconic aluminium range, the Topas Stealth.   

 

The bold, many-faceted creative vision of Moncler and the extremely high-technological standard of the 

German brand are meeting once again to create a special version of the Cabin Luggage beloved by the 

world’s most demanding global travellers. The range is produced in three different sizes. Silenced thanks 

to the Multiwheel® gliding wheel system, it makes for the utmost freedom of movement and extreme 

manoeuvrability. A true travel icon for those who want to enjoy a travelling experience at the very highest 

standards. 

 

The new edition of MONCLER & RIMOWA Multiwheel® "Topas Stealth" is available with a new take on 

both design and dimension: Size 52 (32L volume), Size 56 (45L volume) and Size 63 (64L volume). 

Aluminium geometry in the colour “grey”, design and outstanding practicality, incredible lightness and 

flexibility all acquire a soft, unexpected core thanks to Moncler, which has swathed the interiors of the 

cases with glossy quilting in a camouflage print.  

 

The quilted and padded lining is also available in the two footwear bags and the two wash bags contained 

inside the suitcase, made by Moncler in the camouflage fabric purposely for this special alliance with 

RIMOWA. These accessories are extremely practical and have been designed specifically for transporting 

personal possessions and liquids in airplane cabins. On the outer shell, which is cut to be a pure volume, 

the enamelled Moncler logo and customisable name tag stand out.  
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MONCLER & RIMOWA cases will be on sale from July 2016, online on moncler.com and in select 

Moncler and RIMOWA boutiques worldwide. 

 

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:  
 
MONCLER  
Silvia Pavan  
International Press Office  
Tel. +39 0242203542  
silvia.pavan@moncler.com  
 
RIMOWA  
Birgit Wenners  
International Public Relations & Communications  
Tel. +49 2219564170  
bwenners@rimowa.de  

 

 

 

ABOUT MONCLER: Moncler was founded at Monestier-de-Clermont, Grenoble, France, in 1952 and is currently 
headquartered in Italy. Over the years the brand has combined style with constant technological research assisted by 
experts in activities linked to the world of the mountain. The Moncler outerwear collections marry the extreme 
demands of nature with those of city life. In 2003 Remo Ruffini took over the company, of which he is currently 
Chairman and CEO. Moncler manufactures and directly distributes the Moncler clothing and accessories collections 
Moncler Gamme Rouge, Moncler Gamme Bleu, Moncler Grenoble and Moncler Enfant through its boutiques and in 
exclusive international department stores and multi-brand outlets. 
 
ABOUT RIMOWA: RIMOWA is one of the leading premium brands worldwide for cases made from aluminum and the 
high-tech material polycarbonate, and it is one of the few manufacturers of travel luggage still producing in Germany. 
One could say that RIMOWA is probably the only German manufacturer with a history stretching back over more 
than 118 years with a distinctive, deep-rooted tradition – an exceptional position in the industry. To RIMOWA, ‘Made 
in Germany’ and ‘German engineering’ are synonymous with outstanding materials, brilliant technology and 
extraordinary product design, crafted to the highest possible quality. For decades now, the identifying feature of the 
collections, which are being continually optimized, has been the elegant and unmistakable groove structure of the 
case shells. The traditional company is based in Cologne and sells the luggage with the grooves in over 65 countries 
worldwide through selected dealers and its own stores, the number of which is being continuously expanded across 
the globe. 
 

 


